Using projector in C639

The projector is now connected directly by an HDMI cable. Airplay via Apply TV is no longer active.

An HDMI adapter has been installed to make it easier to switch between the iMAC and a laptop.

**To use the iMAC:** HDMI cable from computer should be attached to cable from projector.

**To use a laptop:**
1. Remove cable going to iMAC
2. Connect your laptop using one of the 3 connection options:
   a. HDMI
   b. VGA
   c. Thunderbolt (mini display port)

If you need assistance, please contact either:
1. HMS WARP Support: http://warp.hms.harvard.edu/support
2. Karen Easley, Research Ops Manager: cell_bio_operations@hms.harvard.edu

Please remember to turn off the projector when you’ve finished!